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Please complete this form to request a MTA and attach to your ALICE submission. If you have any questions, please email OSPContracting@unc.edu.
What information is being exchanged?
General Information
Is the material part of an existing sponsored project?
Do you need a specific end date for this agreement?
Do you intend to jointly publish/ analyze the material with the collaborator?
Do you anticipate any intellectual property arising in the course of the research?
Does the materia(s) include human tissue?
Is the material(s) related to, or going to be used in combination with, an invention already disclosed to the Office of Technology Commercialization (OTC)?
Is the material incoming or outgoing from the University?
Is there an active IRB protocol which allows for data and material transfer?
Does this involve data with HIPPA identifiers?
Is there a relationship between the University and/or PI and collaborator where some form of compensation has been, or will be, directly given to the University and/or the PI, the PI's family member or laboratory member? Compensation includes, but is not limited to, cash, equity or in-kind exchange of consulting, advisory position, employment, and/or founding member of company.
Does the materia(s) include anything created in any lab other than the PI's UNC facility?
Is the material(s) subject to, or has the option to, license, sponsored research or other agreement already, or soon to be, in place at the University?
Are the material(s) to be provided on any list subject to federal export control regulations? (See Export Compliance Office for additional information.)
Should this agreement include a shipping and handling fee?
Is data being transferred with this agreement?
Are the material(s) you wish to receive on the list of select agents included in the USA Patriot Act or the list of materials that require an import permit from the Center for Disease Control? Select agents include biological agents, toxins, infectious agents or unsterilized tissues that cause disease in humans.
Will the material(s) be used in research where ownership of data or inventions is encumbered by a sponsored research agreement, other material transfer agreement, or collaboration agreement?
Will the material(s) be used in combination with any materials you have received or will receive from any other institution, corporation, or business entity? This includes MTAs with other Universities.
Are you able to meet any publication restrictions, such as submitting publications or presentations for review? (Notification will be proved prior to execution of the MTA if a publication delay greater than 120 days.) 
Will modifications or derivatives of the material(s) be made in the course of the research?
Is data being transferred with this agreement?
Mina, Alexie Christine
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